In this paper, we determine the degree of approximation of the conjugate of 
Introduction
Let ∞ n= u n be a given infinite series with {s n }, the sequence of its nth partial sum. The sequence-to-sequence transform The series ∞ n= u n is said to be (C, )(E, q) summable to s, if lim n→∞ C  n E q n = s. For a given π -periodic Lebesgue integrable signal (function), let
denote the (n + )th partial sum, called trigonometric polynomial of degree n (or order n),
The conjugate of Fourier series of f is defined by
and its nth partial sum is defined as
The conjugate of f denoted by f is defined by
where
The L ∞ -norm is defined by
The degree of approximation E n (f ) of a function f ∈ Lip(α, r) by trigonometric polynomials T n (x) of degree n is given by
This method of approximation is called trigonometric Fourier approximation (tfa). We also write 
Main result
Recently 
where δ is an arbitrary number such that (α + δ)s +  <  and /r + /s =  for r > . 
Remark  The authors have used conditions (
π /(n+)  | tψ(t) t α | r dt) /r = O() implied
Lemmas
We need the following lemmas for the proof of our theorem.
Lemma  |K n (t)| = O(/t) + O((n + )t) for
 ≤ t ≤ π/(n + ) ≤ π/(v + ). Proof K n (t) ≤  π(n + ) n k=  ( + q) k k v= k v q k-v cos(v + /)t sin(t/) =  π(n + ) n k=  ( + q) k k v= k v q k-v cos(v +  -/)t sin(t/) ≤  (n + ) n k=  ( + q) k k v= k v q k-v cos(v + )t cos(t/) + sin(v + )t sin(t/) sin(t/) =  (n + ) n k=  ( + q) k k v= k v q k-v O(/t) + O sin(v + )t = O  (n + )t n k=  ( + q) k k v= k v q k-v + O  (n + ) n k=  ( + q) k k v= k v q k-v (v + )t = O  (n + )t (n + ) + O  (n + ) (n + )(n + )t = O(/t) + O (n + )t , in view of sin(v + )t ≤ (v + )t for  ≤ t < π/(v + ) and (sin(t/)) - < π/t for  < t ≤ π [, p.]. Lemma  |K n (t)| = O(/t) + O() for π/(v + ) ≤ t ≤ π . Proof K n (t) ≤  π(n + ) n k=  ( + q) k k v= k v q k-v cos(v + /)t sin(t/) =  π(n + ) n k=  ( + q) k k v= k v q k-v cos(v +  -/)t sin(t/) ≤  (n + ) n k=  ( + q) k k v= k v q k-v cos(v + )t cos(t/) + sin(v + )t sin(t/) sin(t/) =  (n + ) n k=  ( + q) k k v= k v q k-v O(/t) + O() = O  (n + )t n k=  ( + q) k k v= k v q k-v http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2012/1/278 + O  (n + ) n k=  ( + q) k k v= k v q k-v = O  (n + )t (n + ) + O  (n + ) (n + ) = O(/t) + O(), in view of | sin(v + )t| ≤  and (sin(t/)) - ≤ π/t for  < t ≤ π [, p.].
Proof of Theorem 2
The integral representation of s n (f ; x) is given by
Therefore, we have
Using Lemma , Hölder's inequality, condition (.) and Minkowiski's inequality, we have
Now, we consider
Using Lemma , Hölder's inequality, condition (.) and Minkowiski's inequality, we have
Hence,
This completes the proof of Theorem .
Remark  The proof of Theorem  for r = , i.e., s = ∞, can be written by using sup norm while using Hölder's inequality.
Corollaries
Corollary  When q = , then (C, )(E, q) means reduces to (C, )(E, ) means. Hence, Theorem  reduces to Theorem . For α = , we can write an independent proof by using α =  and ψ(t) = O(t) in I  and I  .
Corollary  If f : R → R is a π -periodic, Lebesgue integrable and belonging to the

